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VMS Special Events

Introduction
VMS is a software and hardware solution to cater for the complete management of any venue
that sells tickets, takes bookings, sells merchandise, provides hospitality or manages area
access.
As a modular based suite you can pick the functionality your business needs now and add more
modules as you grow.
VMS is easy to use and provides the functionality needed to run any size venue in a single
application, at a fraction of the cost of combining separate applications such as Microsoft
Dynamics, SAP or Sage.
As you grow VMS will grow with you, no need to worry about your systems keeping up. With
VMS you already have all the tools you need. With all your customers’ data held securely in a
single place, managing your GDPR data protection requirements becomes easy, more efficient
and less costly.
This document describes the VMS Special Events functionality.
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VMS Special Events
The local sports club is very often at the heart of the community. The majority of our customers
(development partners) run special events, mascot programmes, training courses, trials and
tournaments for local children, this is where VMS Special Events comes in.
VMS Special Events is used to set
up special events like ‘Football In
The Community’ - a scheme where
children can register and attend
training sessions. Many clubs have
a separate system to run their
special events which is not linked to
their main accounting system. With
VMS Special Events it can be,
making management of your
community projects a lot easier.

Children’s details can be recorded,
including
sensitive
medical
information required for coaches on
training days. Access to this
information is secure and can be
restricted to authorised staff only.
The details of the instructors /
trainers can also be recorded
including any qualifications and
security clearance if necessary.
The special events are set up and available instructors allocated. Children can be allocated
tickets as they request to join the event. Places can be booked online with each session being
available. The customer can select the exact days that they would like their child or children to
attend.
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VMS Reporting
As with everything, if it goes through
VMS it can go in a report and anything
booked through VMS Special Events
is no different.

Reports of attendees, special
requirements, parent’s consent and
contact details can be printed for
the instructors on the day in the
form of a register.
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